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About This Content

"A special mission that gives you a weapon useful in the early part of the main game. Additionally, if you complete it, you will
also get Edy from the original Valkyria Chronicles as a playable character!

This mission can be played after unlocking the Headquarters in Chapter 2 of the main story. To access this mission, go to Book
Mode > Menu > Extra Stories."
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It is what it looks like. If that's not what you want then move on.. I love this game.
Most otome games are like living a fairytale. Perfect men, perfect MC, perfect relationship with no hardships. Most of them are
just plain unrealistic. Even Prince Charming will leave his underwear on the floor.

Personally, I think this game is more realistic to real life relationships. All the boys have flaws, and they all have more to them
and reasons why they are the way they are that aren't immediately obvious. The MC, too, has lots of flaws herself. They all
banter with each other, which keeps the play funny and entertaining.
What I love is that the MC accepts and loves the boys as they are (though she does tease them about their wardrobe). The boys,
too, while annoyed by the MC and resistant to her at first, all accept and love her as she is.

The only part I don't like is keeping up with the cliques, but luckily cheat codes stop you from having to worry about it.

Relationships are all about compromise. They're not perfect. Everyone will be annoyed with their partner at one point or
another, but you talk through things and move on. I feel like this game prepares the players for real life relationships.. I bought
this game a year ago and despite I have ever neither downloaded nor launched it I hvae had got 5,000 achievements. The game
itself is trash.. the game does not work black screen. Good game with a good story line
graphics can be better but
good instructions
fun to play. This editor is awsome!
you can see 3D models and the skybox textures while in the editor!
and when selecting brush type you can even create spheres!

The only things I see that I think it should have are

(1) the ability to use Prefabs like in Hammer

(2) and the ability to use the clippy tool accrose multiple axises like in Penguinboy's Slege editor.

instead of painfully working with hammer you you should buy this editor the workflow is so much better and the money helps
the devs further develop to make it better.

ps how the hell do you do all the crazy vertex stuff, does it even compile right?. Really cute game! Mechanics and graphics are
good and I love the main character!. Bought this to support the game maker. Sadly, I can't seem to find the files. Hope this issue
gets fixed soon.. Enjoyable loco to drive
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There's only one save slot and "unfortunately your save file has been corrupted".

It's a nice hidden objects \/ light puzzle game, but who cares if the save system is totally botched.. I want to ask dev team add
subtitles in game - i mean that part when talking head ( spoooiiiillleeeerrrr next )
gives us some number sequence and add something like 'over 36' and im sure it's not what i'm hear cause english is not my
focking native language!!!!%#$!$!%!%!%^!%! Make subs duuuuude!. If you enjoy being frusterated at not having any tutorials
or help to get past the first 2 minutes of the game this game is for you. Draw a really ridiculously hard arrow on the screen in
order to use this one spell to kill the skeleton. Quit after 10 minutes of trying. NO help on the forums, no help in game, and you
can't escape the first combat to move on! You just sit there frusterated. Graphics are beautiful, but with no option to do
anything but scribble on a screen and your mouse movements don't even stay on the screen to help. NOR is there a "hey you've
been trying this shape for quite a while, new shape? Or even better, would you like a guide?"

. https:\/\/youtu.be\/OMY2_wM8dJY

Overall I have this to say about the game: Good base! Needs some work still.

The gameplay consists of flicking a coin and hitting objects, either to break them or to interact with them. You rack up points
by breaking multiple items with one coin flick, or by finding hidden creative bonuses - these include using your coins to make
special events happen such as me popping the popcorn in my gameplay video.

The game features a delightful butler-like narrator which is really well done I must say. Absolutely love the voice acting there.

The gameplay needs a bit of work. To get past the first area you need to rack up 75,000 points apparently. I played a bit and
only got a few thousand. I may just stink at the game but I found it incredibly difficult to get and huge combos. It would be nice
if the room was set up in creative ways that allowed for more combo-shots. Again, I might just stink at the game and didn't
notice anything like this. But as things were it would've taken a long time just to unlock the next area. The first area was really
bland and I'm sure it could be really improved.

Overall I say this game has a great base, and with further work and updates it could be a great one.

Great idea, good mechanics, good presentation, just needs work on level design.. Great game with a number of glitches and
problems. For those who like a rts rpg hybrid it is great. The genre definately needs to be expanded upon. Hopefully others
appreciate the unique story rpg rts aspects.
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